Exellence through Inner Peace
Secret of Stress-free Academic Life

In this interactive and experiential seminar, Sri Sri Ravishankar will unravel the secrets of inner peace and how it can bring dynamism, intuition and innovation in one’s life leading to excellence. He will share practical tools and guide us through a powerful meditation.

About the speaker: Sri Sri Ravi Shankar is a global humanitarian leader whose mission and vision is to create a stress-free violence-free world. He has been bestowed with the highest civilian awards by many nations across the world including Russia, Panama, Colombia to name a few including Padma Vibhushan award from Govt of India. He has received 19 honorary doctorate degrees from Universities across the globe. Keeping His contributions in mind 23 cities in USA have declared Sri Sri Ravi Shankar day to give peace the highest pedestal. He has been invited to deliver talks by scientific community in ISRO, JNU, IITs in India and universities across the globe.

Pre-Registration mandatory to Attend (Entry Free) : http://bit.ly/SriSriinIISc

Venue: JN Tata Auditorium, IISc | 10th October | 4:45pm

*Hosted by a group of IISc Faculty across all disciplines